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«  [A] CURIOUS PICTURE, AND OF VARIED DETAIL  »  : 
INTERPRETING AMELIA EDWARDS’S MANUSCRIPT 
TRAVEL JOURNAL (1857-1872)
Rebecca Butler
Abstract · Amelia Blanford Edwards (1831-1892) has begun to receive scholarly recognition in 
recent years as a popular Victorian travel writer. However, most critical discussion has focused 
on her published writings, leaving a wealth of  archival material largely untapped. This article 
draws attention to Edwards’s unpublished travel journal, the ms 515 in Somerville College 
Oxford, which marks her first major attempt at writing in the travel genre, documenting her 
gradual transition from novelist to travel writer over a fifteen-year period. The physical ap-
pearance of  the travel journal as a singular, closed book belies gaps in its chronology, dispar-
ities in its content, and the complex stemmatics of  individual journal entries. Combining tex-
tual analysis with a consideration of  the materiality of  the text and its provenance, as well as a 
dereading that attends to omissions and ellipses, this article probes the politics of  reconstruct-
ing the journey in manuscript form. Problematizing any easy distinction between ‘private’ 
and ‘published’ documents, the travel journal emerges as a heterogeneous and open-ended 
form, one which raises unique challenges for critical and textual scholarship in travel writing.
Keywords  : Travel diary, Travel journal, Manuscript travel writing, Amelia Edwards, Italy.
Am elia Blanford Edwards (1831-1892) is principally remembered today as « The Queen of  Egyptology » due to her foundational role in the Egypt Explo-
ration Society, for the preservation of  Egyptian monuments (Rees, 1998, p. 1). How-
ever, prior to this, Edwards was a prolific contributor of  fiction, articles and ghost 
stories to popular periodicals, a successful novelist and later a travel writer in her own 
right. The last two decades have seen her most popular ghost stories The Phantom 
Coach (1864) and The Four-Fifteen Express (1867) anthologized, and the reprinting of  
her most successful novels, Hand and Glove (1859) and Barbara’s History (1863), through 
Rubicon Press. Undoubtedly, though, it is Edwards’s travel writing – particularly her 
final travel book A Thousand Miles up the Nile (1877) – that has received most critical 
attention. 
Brenda Moon acknowledges the renewed literary interest in Edwards with the 
growth of  women’s studies. However, Moon also concedes that « the wealth of  infor-
mation to be found in archive collections has not been fully recognised, while most 
discussion of  her writing and her achievements has been confined to an examination 
of  her published work » (2006, p. 1). This article focuses on Edwards’s only surviving 
manuscript travel journal, the ms 515 in Somerville College Oxford, as a text which 
documents her transition from novelist to travel writer, but which has a complicated 
and indefinite relationship to the author’s published canon. 1
rebecca.butler@ntu.ac.uk, Nottingham Trent University.
1 Edwards, 1857-72. Subsequent references are incorporated in text. ms 515, ms 428, ms 439 and ms 565 
in the Amelia Edwards Collection are quoted directly in the course of  this article with the permission of  
the Principal and Fellows of  Somerville College, Oxford.
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Edwards’s travel journal provides a case study through which to critically question 
the understanding of  textual authority, rhetorical strategies and intentionality in this 
heterogeneous and open-ended form. By focusing on the particular problems of  in-
terpretation surrounding the ms 515, this article broaches broader questions about 
how we approach the manuscript travel diary as critics and scholarly editors of  travel 
writing.
i.  Theorizing the Travel Diary
The manuscript diary form, Cynthia Huff argues, presents a challenge to and necessi-
tates the adaptation of  methodologies engrained in us as literary researchers : 
« de-reading must occur as one first opens a diary and is confronted by a text rad-
ically different, radically heterogeneous » (2000, p. 507, original emphasis). Catherine 
Delafield names the travel diary as one of  « four identifiable traditions for diary writ-
ing » that emerged in the early nineteenth century, alongside the household/busi-
ness account book, « the book of  reflections », and the family chronicle (2009, p. 23). 
According to Delafield, the travel diary operates « in a composite tradition reflecting 
a number of  other functions of  diary-writing » (p. 24). However, it remains to be fully 
conceptualised either in scribal or travel writing scholarship.
It is clear that questions of  authority, veracity and performativity continue to ap-
ply to this more personal form of  travel writing, as for published accounts. Barbara 
Korte (2000) includes unpublished travel diaries in her definition of  travel writing as 
a strategic narrative form :
The actual experience of  a journey is reconstructed, and therefore fictionalised, in the mo-
ment of  being told. This is even the case with accounts in the form of  (more or less private) 
diaries and letters written during a journey, in which the interval between the experience and 
its telling is smaller. (p. 11)
However, Korte does not probe the extent of  the fictionalisation of  the unpublished 
account, while the phrase « even the case » implies that this occurs to a lesser extent 
in this ‘raw material’ than in the published narrative version because of  the more 
immediate temporal relationship between the travel experience and its documen-
tation. By contrast, Andrew Hassam emphasises that « diary writing is dependent on 
moments of  stasis, moments when the traveller can actually put pen to paper. Instead 
of  a record of  travelling, the travel diary gives us a record of  stopping places » (1990, p. 
34). There is always a disjunction between the journey and its narration, even in this 
apparently artless form.
It is important to take the particular contexts of  diary writing into consideration, 
individual and historical. Zoë Kinsley’s critical reassessment of  the manuscript travel 
diary in the late eighteenth century rightly emphasises « the interplay, rather than the 
irreconcilability, of  the script and print mediums » (2003, p. 414). For women writers, 
especially, travel diaries often functioned as ‘pre-public utterances’ in the long nine-
teenth century. The prefaces of  female-authored travel books commonly insist on the 
approval of  scribal travel texts (epistolary or diaristic) by friends as a prerequisite to 
publication. Edwards’s manuscript diary could accordingly be read as « the catalyst 
for her emergence as a “published” author » (p. 417). However, its heterogeneity also 
necessitates a reading or dereading that remains alert to its difference from published 
forms.
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ii .  The Material Diary
The ms 515 in the Amelia Edwards Collection in Somerville College Oxford affords a 
unique insight into Edwards’s early years as a traveller and travel writer, prior to when 
she began publishing in this genre. The journal bridges the gap between Edwards’s 
travels on the Continent (principally in Italy and Switzerland) in the mid-1850s and 
the publication of  her first travel book for an adult readership, Untrodden Peaks and 
Unfrequented Valleys (1873), which recounts a less conventional tour through the Do-
lomites. 1 
The materiality of  the ms 515 enhances our immediate sense of  the journal as a 
‘private’ or at least personal document. Two parallel vertical incisions on the left fold 
of  the cover mark the original presence of  a clasp or tie, now absent. The inscription 
of  Edwards’s name and home address on the inset reinforces the private individual 
over the public author by instilling a sense of  personal ownership. However, this is 
written with a flourish : the author’s name is underlined by a looped design. Together 
with the leather covering, it marks the journal out as more than an exercise book : an 
object which was intended to be preserved, if  not for public consumption, at least for 
long-term personal use.  
It is worth remembering that the nineteenth-century practice of  circulating travel 
diaries among family and friends meant that manuscript texts could potentially 
amass a larger audience through ‘private’ circulation than less successful published 
accounts. In Edwards’s case there is an added dimension to the public capacity (or at 
least imagined public capacity) of  the travel journal. Edwards began writing her jour-
nal at a time when she was steadily earning a living by her pen as a regular contributor 
to mainstream periodicals and had started to develop her literary reputation with 
the publication of  her debut novel My Brother’s Wife (1855). The journal concludes in 
1872, eight years after the publication of  Edwards’s popular novel Barbara’s History 
(1863), which she described as « the book which made me best known to the public ». 2 
Accordingly, the journal traces a period over which Edwards began to see herself  not 
as a private individual, but as a public author. 
Keeping a diary was common practice among Victorian public figures. The fact 
that many of  these were published either during or after their lifetime, Anne-Marie 
Millim argues, « meant that diarists were aware of  the possibility that their diary, too, 
might one day be published » (2013, p. 8). Edwards’s literary reputation remained im-
portant to her, even after she had turned her attention to Egyptology. In a letter to 
Flinders Petrie on 23 August 1886, she complained that her work for the Egypt Explo-
ration Fund threatened « that literary position which I am fast losing in the eyes of  the 
public » (cit. in Moon, 2006, p. 203). 
Although Edwards never published her observations from her early travels, the 
provenance of  her travel journal raises further questions about audience and authori-
al intention. The ms 515 was bequeathed by Edwards in her will to Somerville College 
Oxford as part of  a large collection of  items including manuscript copies of  novels, 
newspaper cuttings of  her periodical articles and favourable reviews of  her published 
works. That Edwards chose to leave her literary heritage to Somerville is indicative 
1 Edwards’s first travel book (1862), Sights and Stories : Being Some Account of  a Holiday Tour through the 
North of  Belgium, was aimed at a juvenile audience.
2 Oxford, Somerville College, Amelia Edwards Collection, ms 565, Commonplace Book, f. 21.
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of  her feminist sensibilities : founded in 1879 as a women’s college, Somerville ac-
knowledged female students when other universities refused them entry. 1 Edwards’s 
bequest demonstrates her awareness of  her significance as a female literary and intel-
lectual figure at this later date and her sense of  leaving a legacy for posterity. Given 
both its evolution and afterlife, Edwards’s travel diary, therefore, cannot be seen as a 
straightforwardly ‘private’ or even ‘personal’ document.
iii .  Crafting the Travelling Self
Robert Fothergill, in his now classic theorization of  the diary, emphasises its auto-
biographical function as a « non-linear book of  the self » (1974, p. 62). By contrast, 
Delafield suggests that the travel diary is prompted primarily by external stimuli : 
the new sights and situations encountered on the journey driving « a need to record » 
(2009, p. 24). Millim (2013) reconciles the external and internal impetus for travel diary 
writing. Although acknowledging the « unemotional objective stance » of  John Ruskin 
and Mary Richardson’s Cumberland Diary (1830), she argues that they « perform […] 
ideal selves » as travel authorities, through rich visual description and practical instruc-
tion (p. 124). The autobiographical persona of  the diarist is accordingly managed in 
relation to place. 
If  not overtly self-reflective, the construction of  the travelling self  in Edwards’s 
diary performs a public function. Repeatedly, in her diary entries, Edwards highlights 
her intellectual ability to the detriment of  her female travelling companions, particu-
larly Matilda Betham Edwards, referred to as « Milly » or « baby » in the 1857 diary, who 
clumsily drops her train ticket, and is invariably too delicate to sight-see. This tech-
nique of  deploying a feminine foil is famously perfected in A Thousand Miles up the 
Nile, where Edwards contrasts her heroic persona « The Writer » against the demurely 
feminine « L » (based on her travelling companion Lucy Renshaw). L misses The Writ-
er’s first glimpse of  a genuine crocodile because she is, « indulging in that minor vice 
called afternoon tea », with the « Little Lady » (Edwards, 1877, p. 461).
On her visits to the artists’ studios in Rome, Edwards is accompanied by Miss Cush-
man and Miss Hays. Once again, she foregrounds her persona at a cost to these others. 
At John Rollin Tilton’s studio, for instance, she describes a « Long discussion upon 
Tone », where « I was the only person present who could define it » (f. 11r). However, 
pass ages like this also draw attention to what remains unsaid and perhaps conscien-
tiously unmarked in Edwards’s travel journal. The American tragedian Charlotte 
Cushman and her lesbian partner Mathilda Hays are no ordinary female travelling 
companions : Cushman helped to establish an expatriate women’s artistic community 
in Rome in 1852. It is probably through Cushman that Edwards received her intro-
duction to the studios. Provocatively describing themselves as « the jolly bachelors », 
Cushman and her companions were known for travelling on horseback, dressed in 
male attire (Merrill, 2003, p. 370). In the diary, however, they are presented as ordinary 
and uninitiated women. 
According to her unpublished ‘Memoir’ (1855), Edwards’s studies, which included 
« fencing […], pistol-shooting, riding, smoking, [and] mathematics », corresponded 
with the jolly bachelors’ defiance of  Victorian codes of  femininity. 2 However, her 
1 However, see Moon (2006, pp. 2-3) on Edwards’s complicated relationship to the feminist movement.
2 Oxford, Somerville College, Amelia Edwards Collection, ms 439, ‘Memoir’ : Autobiographical Notes 
[nd.], f. 4.
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travel diary remains silent on such matters. Millim (2013) concedes that, as a rule, 
« professionally oriented diaries tend to be reticent in revealing personal information 
and are rather defensively silent » compared to « socially oriented diaries » (p. 9). Per-
haps, therefore, Edwards feminized her companions, not simply to assert her com-
parative artistic authority, but because she anticipated a less sympathetic readership 
either through private circulation, or through the archival preservation of  her literary 
legacy. 
iv. The Discontinuity of Content
Any interpretation of  Edwards’s travel journal is necessarily complicated by the het-
erogeneity of  its form. The physical appearance of  the journal as a singular, closed 
book belies gaps in its chronology and changes in its content as it evolves. The ms 515 is 
a composite text. It mainly comprises Edwards’s Diary 1857 (89 pages), which recounts 
her first tour of  Italy with Matilda. However, it also includes a shorter journal titled 
Impressions of  Switzerland. 1859 _ The Oberland, the Valais & Piedmont (9 pages), mainly 
consisting of  scenic descriptions, and her later 1871. Reminiscences & Notes of  a Tour in 
Germany, Bavaria, Tyrol & Italy (12 pages), with some miscellaneous entries towards 
the end of  the volume. The contents reveal a change in Edwards’s relationship to 
her subject matter as the journal progresses. The 1857 diary is apparently more spon-
taneous, than Edwards’s later Impressions and Reminiscences, as the subtitles them-
selves indicate. 
Passages in the 1857 diary are principally headed by date. Initially, they provide a 
simple, shorthand record of  sights seen and costings, as the following entry for 17 
January illustrates :
Rose at 10AM. Wrote to Mamma. Quite well again. Breakfasted at Moreau’s, 40 Palais Royal. 
Went on to Louvre, & visited Muse’es des Rois, de la Marine, Egyptienne, Galerie d’Apollon, 
& Circular chamber. Then on to Madeleine, which was unlighted. Home at 6 o’clock. Dined 
in same street at 8 o’clock. Breakfast 3/1/2 Dinner 3/11/2 charm [ ?] 5d. Total. 6/7. (f. 2r)
If  of  potential interest to the would-be tourist, Edwards’s record is introspective : 
a form of  notetaking rather than narrative. The features of  such entries conform 
exactly to Lynn Z. Bloom’s typology of  « [t]ruly private diaries », primarily having 
value as sources of  historical or economic information rather than as autobiographical 
narratives (1996, p. 25).
Other entries, however, are more difficult to classify as such. Edwards’s first words 
on arriving in Italy are as follows : « [D]escended into Italy, & rested at Hotel de France. 
Coffee exorbitant » (f. 3v). However, the immediate context which precedes this obser-
vation denies an easy assimilation to Edwards’s earlier log of  sights and costings. This 
mundane first impression of  Italy is made all the more prosaic by the intradiegetic 
narrator’s description of  her ascent into Savoy immediately preceding it : 
Passed the […] lake _ the desolate little houses of  Refuge (Casa di Riviera) The large lovely 
convent _ & the scattered villages. Does not seem like a mountain, but a 100 _ or rather like 
a great country lifted up by a number of  mountains with exile & desolation & snow. Then 
the superb descent. Valleys & tiny towns so far away that each town seemed as if  it were built 
of  cards & could be covered with the hand _ and yet so clear that every window could be 
counted. (f. 3v)
The deployment of  simile as a stylistic device in this landscape description lends it a 
literary quality, despite Edwards’s erratic punctuation. The narrator adopts an amphi-
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theatrical viewpoint, common to early nineteenth-century travel writing. Although 
sentences are clipped, with several pronouns dropped, the passage demonstrates an 
awareness of  literary tradition, particularly of  Italy’s Romantic associations with 
exile. Edwards’s persona’s rather brash descent into Italy and prosaic focus on the cost 
of  coffee appears anticlimactic and out-of-place in this context. This passage could 
be read as an interrupted narrative, composed on the move to be further developed 
when the travelling diarist had more time. Alternatively, it could serve as a pointed 
contrast between the Romantic anticipation and commercial reality of  a tourist-trod-
den Italy. 
As Edwards’s 1857 diary evolves, list-like entries become less frequent. Daily entries 
are replaced by individually titled passages that emphasise place over time. Bloom 
(1996) identifies this break with chronological format as a feature of  « Private Diaries 
as Public Documents » (p. 29). The title of  this article – « It is a curious picture, and of  
varied detail » – is taken from one such entry, A Street in Rome, as equally descriptive of  
the heterogeneity of  Edwards’s travel journal :  
It is a curious picture, and of  varied detail. To begin with the buildings _ they are of  all ranks 
& kinds. Here is a splendid & spacious palace with a flag flying at the roof, & a liveried porter 
lounging at the gate. A carriage waits at the door & some English visitors are now going in to 
visit the gallery of  paintings. Next to it are some small & shabby shops _ grocers, picture deal-
ers & the like. Over the way stands a magnificent Church. Enter it, & you will find an accumu-
lation of  wealth in shrines & paintings & precious marbles. […] Go on a little farther & you 
come to an old worn basin built into the side of  a house, & surmounted by a shattered river 
god pouring water from an urn. This is an [old] antique, & dug up from one of  the old Roman 
baths. ‘Tis a common street fountain now, & nobody pauses to look at it as he goes by _ (f. 8v)
This passage is significant in presuming an implied reader. In a literary commonplace 
of  contemporaneous published accounts, the imperatives and locative indicators 
(« Here », « Over the way », « this »), imaginatively transport the reader alongside Ed-
wards’s travelling persona. The intradiegetic narrator assumes an authoritative pos-
ture as a guide who notices details other tourists overlook. Edwards’s implied reader 
does not necessarily translate into a real one. Nevertheless, this passage demonstrates 
the narrative self-consciousness and performativity that characterises some of  the 
diary entries. 
The above example raises questions about the addressee of  other passages in the 
journal in turn, such as when Edwards comments on the jewellery makers in the Pon-
te Vecchio in Florence : « Workmen all youngish, because the work soon incapacitates 
them. For farther information see Murray » (f. 25v). It is difficult to ascertain whether 
this reference to Murray’s Handbook is a note from the author to herself  or to an 
implied reader. In support of  the latter reading is the prevalence of  similar referrals 
to Murray’s popular guidebooks for practical information in contemporaneous travel 
books about Italy. Charles Dickens’s retort to the implied reader of  Pictures from Italy 
(1846) illuminates how such consignments served as a form of  travel authority in 
tourist-trodden terrain :
If  you would know all about the architecture of  this church, or any other, its dates, dimen-
sions, endowments, and history, is it not written in Mr Murray’s Guide-Book, and may you not 
read it there, with thanks to him, as I did ? (p. 17)
Such mundane details, Dickens implies, are easily accessed. They are beneath the 
lyrical impressions of  Italy which make the travel account of  a professional author 
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distinctive. Read alongside published travel texts, Edwards’s comment therefore ac-
quires the quality of  authoritative gesture.
v. Crossing Textual Boundaries
Kinsley (2003, p. 417) collapses the distinction between the travel diary and published 
travel texts further by demonstrating how Dorothy Richardson positioned her manu-
script travel journals (1761-1801) in relation to published travel books through quo-
tation and reference. Heavily influenced by the Romantic literary legacy of  Italianate 
tourism, Edwards’s diary similarly contains quotations from Percy Bysshe Shelley, 
Lord Byron, Edward Bulwer Lytton and less conventionally, Leigh Hunt and William 
Beckford. Allusions to Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s recently published Aurora Leigh 
(1856) can also be detected in some of  Edwards’s landscape descriptions. Although 
the allusiveness of  the diary may be incidental – a consequence of  Edwards’s recent 
reading on her travels – the use of  direct quotation is not : such passages are self-con-
sciously literary.
In some entries, Edwards’s persona performs the role of  Romantic literary tourist, 
paying respect to Percy Bysshe Shelley and John Keats in the Protestant Cemetery 
in Rome, then re-reading Adonais and Ode to a Grecian Urn on returning to her lodg-
ings (f. 11v). Nicola Watson (2006, p. 13) suggests that the practice of  literary tourism 
emerged partially as a reaction to « the erosion of  the intimacy » between writers and 
their readers in an age of  mass literary production. Edwards’s decision to document 
her travels in manuscript form could be aligned with the politics of  her touristic prac-
tice. Literary tourism involves a temporal retreat to a more intimate, spiritual connec-
tion with place that pre-dates mass tourism. Victorian visitors’ accounts of  Romantic 
literary gravesides, as Samantha Matthews (2009) notes, are chiefly concerned with 
« questions of  literary inheritance, the visitor’s “secondariness” or belatedness » ; the 
same questions which pursue the travel writer attempting to reinvigorate the beaten 
track (p. 26). Edwards’s account of  visiting Shelley’s and Keats’s gravesides, particular-
ly popular among literary tourists in the 1850s and 1860s, is no exception :
Found Miss Hays & Miss Cushman there, to my surprise & somewhat to my annoyance. Miss 
Hays went up with me to Shelley’s grave. I would rather have been utterly alone. I beheld it 
with a new & unexpected sensation. I may truly say with the first emotion I have felt in Rome. 
[...] I could have knelt down & kissed the stone. I would have done it had I been alone [...]. (f. 
10v)
Edwards’s frustration at being interrupted by Hays and Cushman hints at this anxiety 
of  belatedness. Imitating the Romantic solitary traveller, she tries to evade the 
physical presence of  these other tourists and reconnect with the past. Edwards’s ideal 
of  a solitary pilgrimage to the poets’ graves is self-consciously literary, simultaneously 
demonstrating her participation in anti-touristic discourse and her concern with 
questions of  literary inheritance in the diary.
Philippe Lejeune’s influential theorisation of  the diary as « only secondarily a text 
or literary genre » – « a way of  living before it is a way of  writing » – is therefore less 
convincing as a characterisation of  Edwards’s travel journal, and perhaps of  this diar-
istic tradition more generally (Popkin, Rak, 2009, p. 153). For Edwards, as for many 
other nineteenth-century travellers, the diary becomes more than an aide-mémoire of  
places visited, but a tourist script in itself : the ‘way of  writing’ informs the ‘way of  
living’. Karen Burns (1997) recognises that diary writing, like souvenir-hunting and 
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photography, « enacts the tourist ». It is « an intricate social etiquette that demands of  
the tourist a continual process of  exercising representational practices as part of  the 
tour » (p. 28). The written record is intrinsic to the touristic experience.  
vi.  Multidirectional Stemmatics
The intertextuality of  Edwards’s diary temporarily overrides its plotlessness through 
resemblance to linear travel forms. At the same time, Hassam (1990) reminds us of  
a crucial difference between the travel diary and the « retrospective journey-story » :
[I]n the diary there is no god’s eye view, no stable and independent vantage point from which 
to narrate and assess the journey. […] [T]he map signifies not the course the traveller will take 
but only the intention to travel. (p. 42)
The absence of  hindsight may partially account for the heterogeneity of  Edwards’s 
journal. The text evolves with the travelling self, its function changing over the course 
of  each journey and between its chronological gaps. The increasing stylistic sophis-
tication of  the entries might be read in terms of  the evolution of  Edwards’s pro-
fessional persona over this fifteen-year period. While containing narrative occasions, 
Edwards’s manuscript travel journal is nonetheless distinct from published accounts 
in certain respects. Although there is a gradual evolution of  style and content, the 
shift between ‘private’ and ‘private as public’ registers is intermittent. 
Moreover, Edwards’s journal narrative is not merely episodic, it is multidirectional. 
Drafts of  other, future publications are imbricated within the 1857 diary. Edwards 
intersperses plot synopses of  Barbara’s History between diary entries. Following her 
daily record for 2 April of  her visit to the bead glass manufactories in Murano, for 
example, Edwards abruptly notes down the milestones of  her eponymous heroine’s 
life under the heading Plot :
Dates.  Childhood. Adventure at 12.
 Leave home at  17
 Marry at ___ 18
 Separation at __ 20-21 (f. 32v)
The wider context of  these events is only apparent in hindsight to those familiar with 
Edwards’s novel. The act of  planning disrupts the chronotope of  the journey : it is out 
of  time, if  not place.
This juxtaposition of  fictional storylines with factual observation lends a peculiar 
polyvocality to the travel diary. A few entries later, Plot. 2d part provides a narrative 
account of  Barbara’s flight to Rome following her discovery that her husband Hugh 
Farquhar is a bigamist : « Arrive in Rome & exercise my talent for art, as a copyist of  
the old masters. Lodging at the Vicolo d’Aliberti. […] Artist’s life, sad & yet not quite 
unhappy » (f. 35v). Through the first-person narrative voice and the present tense, 
Edwards’s travelling persona and the novel’s protagonist are conflated. Immediately 
after Plot, Edwards’s diary entry for 5 April provides an evocative account of  the 
Jewish tombs on the island monastery of  San Pietro di Castello, strikingly different 
in tone from her factual account of  Murano glass-making. The intertextuality of  the 
episode highlights Edwards’s self-consciousness as she infuses her persona’s spatial 
reality with its fictional representation in Shakespeare’s Merchant of  Venice : 
“Here” thought I, “may lie what was once the dust of  Shylock.” I almost began to speculate on 
which might be his grave, & wondered if  it might be this one where the wild forget-me-nots 
grew thicker than the unwilling grass _ (f. 34r)
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Fact and fiction are juxtaposed and even risk being confused here. Given its location 
in the journal, it is unclear whether we should treat this entry simply as a daily record 
or whether Edwards is experimenting with style for her novel. 
It is worth noting, for instance, how in a slightly later entry, Edwards frames her 
Observations on the Venetian gondoliers’ dress as a directive :
Remark on the elegance of  private gondolas, & fanciful dress of  the rowers. Liveries _ blue 
cobalt coats, scarlet sashes, striped shirts & white trowsers, & hats trimmed with coloured 
ribbons. Green coat & red sashes. (f. 35r,)
Edwards appears to be committing this description to memory for her future self  to 
elaborate, perhaps in the novel. Indeed, the next entry, Characters of  Novel, continues 
to log the milestones of  the main characters in Barbara’s History. 
That Edwards later drew on events from her actual journey in Rome in Barbara’s 
History, raises further questions about the stemmatics (or variant versions) of  her 
manuscript travel writing. Moon (2006, p. 55) suggests that many of  Edwards’s later 
records in the journal, which are mainly landscape and artistic descriptions, were 
« literary exercises, possibly written with a mind to future publication ». This certain-
ly seems to be the case for the scenic description of  the Via Appia in Edwards’s 1871. 
Reminiscences, which concludes « N.B. Scene for a story » (f. 84r). The eerie atmosphere 
conjured by « mile after mile of  huge, mountainous, shapeless, nameless ruins, with 
[…] now & then only a broken arm, or a hand that seems as if  it were, beckoning one 
to the grave » (f. 84r), was probably intended for use in one of  Edwards’s ghost stories. 
However, not all entries can be so easily classified. The debatable stemmatics of  
individual journal entries present a challenge to the textual scholar. Edwards’s Erup-
tion of  Vesuvius. 1872. April 25-6-7-8-9 is a case in point. It is one of  three accounts of  the 
same event. Another manuscript version contained in a lined exercise book (ms 428) in 
Somerville College has an almost identical title. 1 The latter was written for a lecture 
in Edwards’s local Village Hall, Westbury-on-Trym, almost a year later on 28 January 
1873. Edwards also provides an account of  the eruption in the climax of  her novel Lord 
Brackenbury (1880). 
The novel deviates from the journal account almost entirely, the eruption serv-
ing primarily as a vehicle for human interest. However, the relationship between the 
journal account and the lecture is more complex. The ms 515 and ms 428 accounts 
contain several verbal parallels. In the travel journal, for instance, the intradiegetic 
narrator compares the affected villages to « the burning outposts of  a terrible camp » 
(f. 90v). The phrase is repeated, changing only « terrible » to « infernal » (f. 15) in the 
exercise book. In ms 515, Edwards describes how the lava-enclosed trees « seemed to 
shrink & shudder, like creatures caught in the coils of  a boa » (f. 91v). She rephrases this 
as « [l]ike live creatures in the coils of  a serpent » in ms 428 (f. 19). 
The lecture is almost twice as long as the diary entry, however, containing a lengthy 
introduction on the history of  Vesuvian eruptions :
[I]n the 79..th year of  the Christian era (now nearly eighteen hundred years ago) in the reign 
of  the Emperor Titus, it burst into fearful eruption ; overwhelmed the cities of  Pompeii and 
Herculaneum ; & laid waste miles & miles of  fertile country. This is the first eruption upon 
record […]. (f. 5)
1 Edwards, 1874. Subsequent references are incorporated in text.
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Edwards’s overview of  the Neapolitan region makes explicit her historical, geographi-
cal and scientific understanding, only implicit in her diary account. Moreover, the nar-
rative suspense is heightened in the ms 428 through the dramatic present (as opposed 
to the consistent use of  the past simple in the journal account) : « I see the whole 
city out upon the quays & housetops, staring in sullen silence_I see processions of  
monks & priests coming down the streets by torchlight » (f. 16). There is a pronounced 
emphasis on the first-person narrator, through whom events are focalised. 
Rather than a more refined version of  the original, however, the lecture is more ac-
curately conceived as a separate work with a specific function and audience in mind. 
Much of  the subtlety of  Edwards’s original account, including allusions to Edward Bul-
wer Lytton, Cassius Dio and Pliny, is lost in this scientifically oriented text. In the diary, 
for instance, Edwards relates how it was « said one of  the sentries, was still standing » 
(f. 91r) outside the Church of  S. Sebastiano, despite the destruction. This is likely an 
allusion to Bulwer Lytton’s dutiful sentinel in The Last Days of  Pompeii (1834) : « There he 
stood, amidst the crashing elements : he had not received the permission to desert his 
station and escape » (p. 402). Although popularised as an emblem of  faithfulness to the 
British Empire, Lytton’s sentinel was intended as a criticism of  the state. In its emphasis 
on factual over anecdotal evidence, the ms 428 elides such political complexities. 
Moreover, a comparison of  Edwards’s handwriting in the Vesuvius entry in the ms 
515 to her Plot of  Barbara’s History supports the opinion that the journal version is itself  
intended as a literary production rather than rough work for this later manu script. 
The plot outline is cramped, the scrawl about two-thirds smaller than Edwards’s 
usual hand, and the ink imprint is much lighter than in the rest of  the journal. 
The presentation of  Vesuvius, however, is generally neat and deletions are scarce, 
suggesting a more thoughtful composition.
Each Vesuvian text can be interpreted as a distinct work rather than a textual ver-
sion. The same cannot be said for the Via Appia entry, however. The differing stem-
matics of  individual journal entries raise questions about the variety of  purposes of  
Edwards’s travel journal. This is compounded by the miscellaneous entries, studded 
with blank pages, towards the end of  the text : should we read these as part of  the 
1871 travel narrative or do the blank pages impose distance : spatial, temporal and/or 
intentional ? A scholarly edition of  the ms 515 would have to analyse the stemma of  its 
contents individually on their own terms alongside a holistic view of  the material text. 
Textual editorial theory typically overlooks the complexity of  the diary form. G. 
Thomas Tanselle’s (1979) guidelines distinguish « non-critical » editions of  « private » 
documents, such as diaries and journals unpublished during the author’s lifetime, 
from « critical » editions of  published texts. Tanselle argues that the main aim of  
« non-critical » editions should be to replicate, as accurately as possible, all features of  
the original document including authorial deletions (pp. 500-501). Editorial theorists 
tend to comply with Tanselle’s judgement, arguing that authorial intention cannot 
be inferred from such documents and as such, they are best preserved as historical 
artefacts rather than as emended texts. ‘Non-critical’ editions have accordingly been 
relatively neglected in textual editorial theory as they are deemed straightforward in 
comparison to ‘critical’ editions, where it is necessary for an editor to choose an auth-
oritative text from multiple possibilities. 1  
1 See Greetham, 1994, pp. 350-351 ; McGann, 1983, p. 112.
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In practice, however, ‘non-critical’ editions present problems of  their own. Betty 
Bennett draws on her experience of  editing Mary Shelley’s letters to contest Tanselle’s 
exclusion of  ‘non-critical’ texts from the editorial debate as « ignor[ing] the powerful 
role of  both technical and annotative decisions. […] [E]ditorial commentary and an-
notations do modify, for better or worse, biographical and literary conceptions of  
an author » (1993, p. 89). In a composite text like Edwards’s travel diary, comprised of  
entries with differing stemmatics, the question of  multiplicity is a significant factor 
influencing annotative decisions, as well as contributing to our critical understanding 
of  the narratorial mediation of  the travel experience.
vii.  Framing the Travel Diary
From both a critical and an editorial perspective, Edwards’s manuscript travel diary 
proves difficult to define. Its complex stemmatics deny its classification as the de-
finitive version of  Edwards’s travels, despite being the original and most immediate 
journey narrative. The provenance of  the journal complicates our sense of  it as a 
‘truly private’ document and raises the question of  intentionality, as does the content, 
which increasingly places itself  in dialogue with published travel accounts. However, 
it is precisely in the travel diary’s open-endedness that its critical interest lies. 
Millim’s advice that « [w]hen approaching the Victorian diary, it is essential to recog-
nise that no archetypal form exists » (2013, p. 22) is worth remembering. While it would 
be inaccurate to generalise findings specific to Edwards’s journal, the above analy sis 
models potential ways of  reading and dereading the travel diary. It illustrates the need to 
modulate reading strategies as the content and style evolves, to recognise the ‘radical het-
erogeneity’ of  the form and adjust our assumptions accordingly. It also draws attention 
to the craft of  diaristic writing. Edwards’s careful construction of  her travelling self  is 
perhaps a consequence of  her professional authorial status. However, the dialogic rela-
tionship between manuscript and published travel writing in the construction of  tourist 
scripts appears to be more widespread. To presume the travel diary to be necessarily a 
personal document or historical artefact is to define it too narrowly. 
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